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Summary

This paper documents researck to describe and quantitatively estimate

the relationship between the national labor economy and the ability of the

Air Force to retain qualified and experienced personnel to accomplish its

* defense mission. To provide a firm foundation for the subsequent empirical

vork, a generalized theoretical model is presented to explain total force

"retention. This model is then extended to describe retention: behavior in

individual career fields, and an equation is developed to estimate the

retention decisions of individual airmen. To support the empirical portion

of the research, a large-scale historical database containing personnel,

institutional, and market data was developed. The empirical results

generally support a priori hypotheses concerning the direction and strength

of impact on retention of demographic, rolicy, and wage variables, although

the employment variable exhibits some degree of instability. Several other

variables show varying impacts across first, second, and career term

decision points. Most notable among these are the positive tendency of

females to reenlist in the first term versus their negative tendency to

reenlist in the second and career terms and the positive effect of the

length of active service on first term reenlistment. The effects of

military and civilian compensation differed significantly across career

fields and decision points. The effect of reenlistment bonus is

cornsistently strong across the career fie'As and terms of enlistment.

-Generally, demographic factors become less important in the second and

career term, although they are significant in the first term decision. The

research concludes by suggesting several additional research issues. The

results of this research should make a significant contribution to the

* information base which supports the retention and compevsatica policy

decision process.
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PREFACE

The research documented in this technical paper was accomplished as part

of Project 7719, Force Acquisition and Distribution Systems and Task 771920,

Manpower and Personnel Models. The specific work uait, 77192011, is titled

Estimation of Air Force Enlisted Manpower Supply. For several years the Air

Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) has been conducting a research

program to quantify the relationships between the national labor economy and

the accession and retention of qualified Air Force enlisted personnel. The

"research presented in this paper is the culmination of a 2-ye4r program

focusing on retention through econometric modeling of the reenlistment

decision. The ultimate goal is a more thorough understanding of the impact

of wages and bonuses, force policies, and individual demographics on

"' retention behavior resulting in more efficient use of Air Force compensation

resources and a more experienced defense force.

Appreciation is expressed to Dr. Bill Alley and Major Bob Rue for their

. invaluable assistance and guidance during the AFHRL editing process. Their

"comments added strength and clarity to the presentation of the econometric

model and the empirical results. For the corporate authors, appreciation is

expressed to Jonathan Fast, Barbara Randall, and Jerry Hayman for their many

hours of data preparation and computer peogramming, and to Paula Altieri and

"Karen Hunn for applying their word processing skills to prepare this final

copy.
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Reteation of Uir PoFres alisted Persomnel:

Aa Bf)irisal Kxamiaation

Ink retention decisions of Air Force enlisted personnel have always
been significantly affected by econmvic factors that a&e outside the direct
control of the military syst6m. Thus, military personnel planners must possess
an in-denth understanding of the coaplex interactions among the enlisted force,
military compensation policy, and the national labor economy. As enlisted
personnel prog.ress through their military careers, they gain maturity,
training, and experience, whivot makes them excellent candidates for job
oppcrtunities outside the military. In order for'the Air Force to retain a
sufficient number of specialized and experienced enlisted personnel to
accomplish its mission, a thorough und~rstanding of vhe skilled labor market
and its occupaticn-speoifio and experience-specific attributes ic necessary.

This paper discusses a retention model and presents the results of
applying the model to the enlisted force by occupational and experience
groupings. Section II of the paper presents the retention model and the labor
theory on which the subsequent empirical work is based. Section III outlines
the development of A. Historical, Airman Data (HAD) Base used in the
econometric work. Section IV presents the results of the detailed econometric
analysis of retention by Air Force Specialties (AFSs) and experience
groupings. The analysis also presents important differe-ces between occupation
and experience groupings with respect to civilian and military wage
elastivities. Section V summarizes the major conclusions of the project and
presents suggested avenues for future research.

1 %



II. MYE.01T OF UEMM 297MM =OIL

The Air Force competes rith private asd public organizations for
enlisted personnel in two distiLat national iabor markets: the entry level
or unskilled market and the skilled market, To analyze Air For-. accessions,
the unskilled market is the relevant market. In the unskilled market, the Air
Force competes with other employers, as well as with the post-high school
education system (DeVany & Saving, 1982). Conversely, in analyzing retention,
the skilled labor market is the relevant market. Skilled Air Force enlisted
personnel possess occupation-specific knowledge which must be considered in the
modeling of the retention decision process. The approach employed in the
following retention analysis utilizes a model' of retention that considers both
the occupational (i.e., Air Force Specialty [AFS] ) and individual
characteristics as well as policy and force management factors.

zparie.oe ftoxpa

For convenienca, it is assumed that the Air Force consists of three
*length-of-service groups: Groap I consists of airmen with lengths of service
between 0 and 4 years, group 2 cons 4 .sts of airmen with lengths of service
between 4 and 8 years, and group 3 consists of airmen with lengths of service
greater than 8 years. The use of a three-group framework for the theoretical
development simplifies the discussion and focuses attention on the important
determinants of retention.

The supply of entrant's into groups 2 and 3 (S2 and S which are the
relevant groups for the reteouion analysis, is defined as th population of
eliaible-to-reenlist airmen at the end of their term of enlistment. Since
reenlistment is not an available course of action fo_' those airmen who are
reenlistment ineligible, they cannot become new-entrants to groups 2 and 3
and, thus, are not considered a part of the supply for groups 2 and 3.

The supply of potential reenlistees, S2 and S3 , can be rritten as

S2 S2 ('t. (1. m20 RV3 02. 03. F1).

S3 S- 3 (0.1. Q2. Q3. 3 , " 3, Fl, F2 )

where Qj, m4a 04. and 'F: represent, respectively, the quality requirements
(Qj), the mi ita;y compenatstion (ma), the civilian wage (cj), and the namber of
airmen (F ) in .Sroups 1, 2, a-d, Increases in. the quality requirements of
now accedlions (0 ) are assumed to increase the proportion of group I that is
eligible to reenlist and, accordingly, increase supply to group 2 (5,). On the
other hand, an increase in group 2 or Stoup 3 quality requirementsW or Q3)
is assumed to reduce the supply' of entrants (S2 and S3) since fewer will meet
the required quality. Increases in military compensation for groups 2 and 3
are assumed to increase the supply of outrsnts (5, an .•)o while increases in

, civilian wages (02 and 03) are assued to reduce the supply of entrants (S and
S3 ).

2



The departures from the first group (excluding premature separations

and ineligible-to-reenlist airmen) form the available enlisted pool for
second Sroup accessions. '.%e Air Force, in determining its career and quality
needs, affects the size of the available pes-sonnol pool by declaring certzin
individuals ineligible to reenlist. In order to maintain an equilibrium force
level, the number of those reonlisting from the ellgible-to-reenlist group 1
departures must be equal to the total departures from group 2, resnltin; from
both reenlistmaents into group 3 and separations to civilian jobs. The
eligible-to-reenlist departures from group 2, in turn, form the

eligible-to-reenlist personnel pool for group 3 accessions. The number
reenlisting from this group must equal the total departures from the thizd
group.

The foregoing discussion illustrates an important aspect of the Air
Force enlisted personnel system. Given force level and quality, the Air
Force must sot compensation in 3uch a way that reenlistment goals can be
mets i.e., equilibrium is cttainod at a desirtblo experience distribution.
This relationship can best be understood by recognizing that quality
requirements ant military comapnsation are important factors in determining
S2 and S3 . If wager., either through direct pay or reenlistment bonuses,
are not approprfately set, then either quality must adjust or the experiev.e
level of the force will change. For example, in the event that military
componsation does not keep pace with relevant civilian job market wases, then
quality and/or the experience level of the force must fall.

lndivIdual AM.

The Air Force is concerned not only with the quality and experience
distribution of the total force but also with the manning levels of individual
AkSs. The previous discussion can be extendoe to handle the manning of AiSa by
disaggregating by AFS. In order to analyze a particular AFS, several
assumptions must be made:

1. For each AFS, the Air Force has a desired lavol of authorizations
to fil!.

2. Across ill AFSs, Air Force compensation it identical, and the
individual AFSs cannot affect regular military compensation.

3. Withit an AFS, airmen are nomogeneoos with respect to quality,
thourh quality may vary across AFSs.

4. For AFSs experiencing shortages in qurtain experience groups.
Air Force pays a reenlistment bonus which is assumed to vary inversely with
the reenlistment rate.

Given these assumptions, oquilibrium in the Uh. AM requires that

Ri = Ri(mi, Bi.ici. Qii " LI(mj Bp Q1 , Fi) Li (2)

3
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where R, represents the number of accessions into the ith AES. Li represents
the number of losses for the ith AFS, and Fi represents'the manniug r-.uirement
for tAe jth AFS. (Note that the uubscript., J, denoting experience level, has
been dropped to simplify tLe discuss~on. It thould be recognized, how'-,er,
that the discussion can ba viewed as relevant to a specific longevity group or
to the force in genersl), For some AFSs, the Air Force is unable to fill
personnel requirements at. a desirable level of quality. In this situAtion a
reenlistment bonus, Bi, may be offered to increase wages and encoura-e a larger
number of eligibles to reenlist.

Theoretical Model of IJdividual Retention

To this point, the develoymenZ of the *nlisted retention modal has
emphasized the level of reenlistments required to maintain given peraonnel
manning levels by AFS and by experience. The number of airmen actually
reenlisting is composed of two components: the number of reenlistment-elig5-ble
airmen leaving % given experience 3roup and the probability that a ranoomly
chosen airman leaving that given group will reenlist. Mathematically,

RiJ+1 = PijSIj (3)

where R represents the number of airmen reenlisting into group J+1 that
are in k I and group js Pij represents the probability that the
representative elisible-to-reenlist airman in AFS I. completing a. tour of
duty in group J, will reenlist and enter group J+11 and ;SN represents the
number of eligible-to-reenlist departure, from ;roup J inAPS i per period.
The probability of reenlistment, P , depends on two sets of factors: the
first set represents the individual" airman's attitude toward an Air Force
career versus a civilian career, as affected by individual-specific fsctorsj
and the second set represents job-specific aspects, iuch as pay and duty
assignment.

In order, to model the reenlistment decision. a function which
represents an airman's attitude to reenli.t is needed. In many ways, such a
function is similar to other functional relationships 'which can be modeled
at binary choices made by iudividualsj e.g., whether to btay a ndw car or
house. These problems can be represented and solved through the construction
of an attitude function in the following way.

Assume that a variable Z can be defined for each airman, such that Z
is a linear function of siiocfIc factors affecting each aitman's attitude
toward the Air Force (e.S., agSe marital status, race) and Air Force-speciflc
components (e.g., pay) so that

Z-a+xb (4)

where x is a row vector of individual-specific and Air Fo.ce-specific
components, and b is a coluwAn vector of coefficients. Assume further that
the higher the value of Z, the greater the likelihood that an individua'
airman will reenlists i.e., the more positive is the airman's attitude toward
reenlistment.

4



Assume that a critical value ZO, for Z, is associated with each
airplan such that if the Z of that airaing is greater than Z*. the, airuan
reenlist&, end if Z 'is less than Ze, the airman separates. Of course, not
all airmen have the- some attitude function so the critical value of Z. Z.,
will differ across airmen. Assuma that the probability distribution (density
function) across individuals of the critical values ZO is f(Z*). The integral
of the density function indicates the proportion of airmen with critical values
ZO in any given range Z1 to Z2 . The probability, P. that a randomly chosen
airman will reenlist given the conponent vsotor z is.

Z

P -JfMO) dZO FMZ -F(a + b) '(5)

*where Z -a + xb is' the airmen's predicted Zvalue and F(Z) -F(a+zb) is the
cumulative distribution function associated with probability density function

The estimation- of P for any giv a air~man, would be difficnit because
:he continuous variable .Z cannot be obiorvuids that Is, there is no information

on the iný'vidual airman's attitude toward reenlistiag. The only available
information is whetier, that airman stayed I& t~i* Air Force +or. separated, and

*the individual-speciftic and Air Force-spoeific compoments of the vector z.
Therefore, let R represent a binary variable which equals 1 if the individual
airman retnliste &ad 0 otheivise., Since FMZ is the probability that a

-randomly chosen airman will 'reenlist .,Ivan the component vector z, the
* probability that the representative, airmsau %oeprates. Ps. is givsn 'by

PS Pr(I 0O)1- FMZ.(6

The econometric model for estimating this binary decision Is the
probit model which, assames that Z is a normally distributed reand= varfatle
(Amemiya. I9tis Pindych G Inbinfeid, 1981). Thus, tie probability that an

- airs&n will reenlist,- given the'. airman's vectoi of attributes. z. can be
deduced from th. standard eOunulativeL normal distribution, N(aezb). The

*value P *can be interpreted as tie probability that as airman will 'stay in the
Air. Force. given the airman's vector of attributes x. The signs of the
ostirated co~fficiists will indioatelthe direetion of change in the probability'
o~f stayings i.e., the qualitative relationships between reenlistment and one of

*the independent variables, such as military compensation. If the coeff icient
* has a negative value, the inidependent variable is inversely related to
*reenlistment. Conversely, a positive coetfieieatj implies a direct
* relationship between reenlistment and the independent variable.



* Istimatimistics .t : osgeeifteatiet of th Retenatieo Modal

In order to estimate 'the parameters of the probit model. a
maximum-likelihood estimation procedure is employed. To construct the
likelihood function for a sot of separations and reenlistment&, it is assumed
that each airman's decision is independent. If P is the probability of

*-. renolistment and (I - P) is the probability of separation, then the probability
of a gives set of decisions (s.S., separation. separationi. reenlistment,

. reenlistment, roenlistment, separation) ,. occurring is the product of the
probabilities of each decisioul i.e.,

"(1 - P)(1 - P)(P)(P)(P)(1 - P). (7)

Since P - N(Z). the cumulative normal evaluated at Z. and (U - P) - [1
N(Z)], (7) can be written as

L-O N(Z-) 1•[V,- N(Zk)] (8)

v where LO is the likelihood function, a is the number of individuals in, the
"" sampl'@, ad k is equal to 1 if the Individual roenlista and to 0 if the
* individual separates. The Zk values are equal to the estimates from the
*• follovian equation estimated initially using ordinary least squares.

Zk- b 1MEDk b2RACZk + b3 AMTt + 4SZk + b XASTk

+ b b 6 15k + bD7Mhk + Ug9nUk

+ b9RDIDk + b10NPk + bllC.AGRk (9)

The maximum-likelihood technique then uses the estimated oefficients it
(9) as a base and iterates until the likelihood of the given set of separations
and reealietmeots is maximized.

The variables used in ,equation (9) describe the military and civilian
enviroamat for 'each airman at the tine of the reenlistment/separatiou
decision. A brief description of the variable. is provided in Table 1. The
first six explanatory variables in the table are binary variables describing

, the characteristics or attributes of the individual airman. The continuous

6
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* Table 1. Variable Deseriptimes

"." AOD - Acadeuic Education Levrel

1 high schocl graduation (diplona) or beyond
(some college *to.). ezoluding GED
or CertLficates

0 otherwiso

" RACEa - Race

1 son-Caucasisaa.
0 Cauias•sas

. AFQT - Arod, Forces Qualification Test Mental Categories

1 mental categotie3 Is and HIe
0 otherwise

". DBaF - Dependents

"1 two or micro dependents
0 otherwise

SSEX Sex

1 females
0 sales

- NARST - 'arital Status

1 single
0 othervise

RNC - Real ReguLar Mlitary Compeasatiom

the present value of a 4-year Income sate=m
from military seo ice La real dollars (1967 base year)

a• For career analysis, 1 re:eri to Sliek only. 0 indicates Caucasian and
other.

r7



SYsablo 1. (Censlu4od)

REMi - Rplaymeat 1,tr,

First Torm: Employsmet rate for 20-to 24-year-
old populAtioa.

Second Term fmploy'sat rate for 2S-to 34-year-
and old population.
Career:

- RIND - Selective Service Inductios late (at time of entry)

Number of Selective Service inductees divided by
the total 13- to 21-year-old sale population.

TAIBS- Total Active Federal Military Service (is years).

DOlES - Real Selective Reealistmeat Roaen

Real boeus dollars (base year 1967)

*CVAK - Real Civilian Vage

The present value of a 4-year tameo stroem in
* real dollars (base year 1967)

1.

4
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monetary variables, RKC. BONUS, and CWAGE, are adjusted otr Inflation using
the consiner price index. KEMP, the employment rate, describes the general
economic environment' confronting the airman at the time the decision is

* made. RIND controls for draft pressure at the date of ent rys
* e.g., draft-induced enlistees.

Once the coefficients of equation (9) are estimated, a predicted
*value can be generated for Zk. The predicted valu, Of Zkforms the upper

limit iu the eamulative normal distribution N(Zk) and is used to evaluate
*F(Zk) - N(Zk), which !a equal to-P, the probability of reenlistmenut. The
* probability of reenlisting can be interpreted for each APS as a reenlistment
* rate,. defined as tho ratio of the number of reenlistment* to the number of

eligible-to-reenlist airmen making's decision. The evaluation of N(Zk) is used
to estimate the elasticities 1Zor each independent variable witha respect to the

*probability of reenlisting. The elasticity is interpreted as the percentage
change in the reenlistment rate due to a one percent change In the indepeiudent
var iable. Bach elasticity Is computed using the values of the other
explanatory variables at their sample means.

Before the retention model was tested, several a priori, hypotheses
concerning the expected relationships between explanatory var.'ables and
reenlistment 'were offered. If ACED and Al'QT are quality indicators, and if
high 'quality pers.-mel 2kave higher opportunity costs of remaining in the
military than do lower quality personnel, negative reenlistment relationships
may be expected for ACED and APQT. If job opportunities are relatively scarce

* for females and non-Caucasians, then positive reenlistment relationships would
be 'expected for SIM and RACE. The military offers 'monetary and now-monetary
benefits for married. couples with dependents, suggesting a positive
reenlistment relationship for DMP and a negative relationchip for MARST.

Reenliatments are expected to be positively related to INC and BONUS,
while negatively related t ,o RKEP and CWAMK. The selective service induction
rate, RIND, is the induction rate that confronted each airman at the tine
the airman entered 'the military. Thus, RIND is a measure of th. effect of
draft-!nduced enlistees em reenlistment, and therefore. a negative relationship

* is expected. The effect of the draft should 'be primarily exhibited in the
initial reenlistment/separatios decision and, thus, will not appear beyond the
first term analysis.



II11. DMh DBYILUT

The data utilized for the retention analysis of Air Force enlisted
personnel was obtained through the construstion of a longitudinal datak base
from historical data saintained at the Air Force ffman Resources Laboratory
(AFIEL) and sugnented with military compensation and policy data. This
information source is called the Historical Airman Data. (HAD) Base and covers a
ti-se period from 19S6 to 'ith present. The HAD Rase provided two primary. types
of data for the retention aaalysis:

1. Wmisted Personnel data
- Retention data
- Alzma domograpbid data

1. Market ama institutional data

The HAD Base contains data on more than 2.5 million airmeL, who entered the
'Air Force hotween 1956 and the present and includes theo relevant' economic
and pclicy data for the time period. Although the HAD Base 2rovides almost
28 years of dati, the retention analysis used reeal istmenti separation decision
data from 3anuary 1974 to March 1932.

Defining the ZUperiemee and A13 Poeu1atimee

The retention analysis was performed at' the five-digit AFS level of
d1i aggr~gation for three categories 'of enlistment: first term. second term.
and career. First term included airmen In their first term of enlistment,'
including. both 4-year and 6-year enlistees. Second term included airmen In
their asoond tern of enlistment, regardless of years obligated. Career
'airmen acre defined as all airmem beyond a second term- of enlistment but
with less than. 20 years of service. The Air Force defitai a;reer airmen as
LJJ airmen beyond a second term of enlistment. The definition of career
used in the analysis was necessary to avoid 'confounding, the retirement
alternative with -other civilian opportunities. Thus, the analyiis was
performed on a population of airmen with less than 20 years active duty.

* The anumber of five-digit career fields analyzed differed for each term of
* ' enlistment due to a decline in the number of obserwations from first term to

second term. The career group tended to exhibit slightly higher numbers of
observations than did the second term grosp due to the greater number of
sepacation/reealistment decisions which can be made by airmen during a career

* term.

Retenties Data

Information from t~he BIAD Base's retention data formed the basis for
the criteria to determine the APS and category of enlistment (first term,
second term, or career) to which each airman belonged. Over 230 five-digit
A~s. exist In the Air Force, and the Air Fore, Specialty Codes (AFSC)
representing each of the AMS have chaaged over the 1974 to 1962 time period.
At the time as airman performs a personnel action, referred to' as a transaction
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(e.g.,* reenlistoezt,'separation, or extension), the control APS (CAPS) for that
airman is recorded. The CAPS at the time of the transaction was used to
determine the AFS popul~ition to which the, airman was assigned. 'The
chronological sequence of transactions was the primary means of identifying
first term, second tern, and career transactionq., Total active nil~tary
service (TAFIS) wa3 the 'factor providing the means for- separating
prior-to-2O-y'ýars career transactions from port-20-year career transactions.

Ainaa Doographis Data

'The Information on demographic data was recoded to the form described
in Table 1. In the case of ACED and RACE, recoding was necessary to insure
consistency over the time period analyzed. For example, race was redefined
for the career terni analyslz due to an Air Force change in the definition
which initially combined Caucasians with others (non-Caucasians' and
non-Blacks). The change in the def i~.tion of RACE was made 'sufficiently
early, so as not to af feet the f irst tetm and second term analyses. Academic
education was also recoded due to Changes IL the def initions of the codest over.
the 1974 to, 1981 time period. Information abou.'t an aizsmans marital status and
dependent status at or near -;:as time that a transaction was initiated affectw!
the airman's rpportuaity cost of !eaviag the service. The dependent status was
also used in the computation of the airman's military compensation package at
the time of the reenlistment/separation decision.

Market and Imetifttiemal Data

.The Marke t and Institutional, data from the BAD Base provided the
following' infotmsatioz:

1. Employment data by age and sex
2. Ia~astry wages by Standard Industrial Classification
3. ' ilitary compensation data on basic pay, basic allowance for

quarters (DAn), basic allowance for subsistence (BAS), and
reenlistment bonuses

4. Selective Service Induction rates
S. Consumer Price Index (CPI)

Roten~tion data recorded on separation date 'and date of entry provided the
criteria for selecting the appropriate information for each airman to determine
RUC, BONUS, CYMKE, RE11. WIID. and TANKS.

The 'information collected at tha time the airman performed the
transaction formed the basis for the computation of the airman'ls military
compensation end selective reenlistment bonus. IC and BOWUS were based on

'a projected 4-year horizon, discounted to present valus terms (a 10 percent
personal discount rate was applied), 'and deflated by the CPI. Thus RMC and
BONUS were expressed in real dollars, (197. base year). 1VC was a composite



of four factors:. (a.) Basic pay, which accounts for -grade and length of
service, (b) BAQ, which accounts for grade and dependent status, (c) BAS, which
"is basically the same for all enlisted airmen, and (d) 'the marginal tax
ad-antage accruing from the nontaxable form of BAQ and BAS. The marginal tax
advantage was based on annual military income (Basic pay + BAQ + BAS) and the
marginal tax rate for the year in which the reenlistment/separation decision
was made. Variable promotion rates, when relevant, as well as changes in basic
pay due to longevity, were included in the 4-year projection. BAA is dependent
on grade and number of dependents of the airman. A marginal tax rate waz
determined for annual income level's based. on standard federal income 'tax

*• tables.

Reenlistment bonuses are dependent on basic pay, which, in turn,
depends, on grade and longevity, and on the, bonus multiple applied to the
particular AFS for a given time period. When relevant, sove pay (a
reenlistment bonus paid in the absence of a selective reenlistment bonus)
was computed 'for airmen possessing a date of enlistment prior to June 1974.
Depending on the date of the reenlistment decision, airmen received thsir

* bonuses in either lump sum or yearly installment payments. A present value
computation of the airman's reenlistment bonus was calculated if the bonu3
ywas received through an installment nothod of payment. Reenlistment bonus was
the product of three factors: (a) the basic pay at the' time of
reonlistment/separation decision, (b) the obligated years of the reenlistment
tern (generally 4 to 6 years). and (c) the bonus multiple assigner to the AFS
(values of 0 to 4).

pCUM

Since the retention analyses were performed by AFS, an effort was
made to determine a civilian wage from an occupation similar to the ArS of
the airman making the reenlistment/separation decision. The primary source
"of civilian wage data was the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) which provided
Industry wage data for several hundred Standard Industrial Classification
"industries. The selection of the industry for each AFS often resulted in
several options.

*i The determination of the appropriate industry was a multistage

process utilizing Air Force Regulation (APR)' 39-1, (Department of the Air
Force, 1984) which defines tae occupation in the Air Force, BLS

-- ' Industr•-0ooupetiona* (1-0) Matriz'x(US. Department of Labor, 1982) which maps
occupation into, industries and vice versa, Dictionary of Occupational Titles
(DOT) (U.S. Department of Labor, 1977) which defines occupation and industries,
and the Department of Defense (DoD) Occupational Conversion Manual (Department
of Defense, 1980) which defines DoD occupations In terms of DOT occupations.
"The first step required the definition of the occupation in which the airman's

. AiS would be categorized. AFR 39-1 provides information concerning the duties
". and responsibilities of the AFS, as well as the DoD occupational categor'y. The
*. information from APR 39-1, in conjunction with the WOT, was used to define an

occupational category (categories),for each AFS. Th. category (uategorips) for
seach A mwore matched with the 1-0 Matrix to determine which industries
primarily include the occupation. The category or industry with the highest
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occurrence of the occupation was selected to provide the civilian wage for the
analysis. When possible, the most specific industry wage was used for -the
analysis. The civilian wage was expressed as a discounted (10 percent discount
rate) pTesent value over a 4-year horizon, adjusted by the CPI at the time of
the reenlistment/separation decision. Thus, CgAGE vas expressed in real (1967
bass year) dollars.

Umpleymoet late, Seloetive Serviee Industi e Rate, amd TAM

REEP is a variable which was differentiated by the sex and approz 4xte
age of thb airman. The first term analysis used employment rates for
male/female age groups of 20 ta 24 years of age. Second term and career
used employment rates for sale/female age groups of 25 to 34 years of age.
REMP represents the proportion of the male/female. 20- to 24/25- to 34-year-old
civilian noninstitutionalized popslatiou which is employed.

The Selective Service induction rate was based on the airman's date
of entry, the date on which the airman signed an obligation to enter the
military. Thus, the rate of Selective Service induction confronting the
airman on his date of entry was the value chosen to repres-nt th. draft
pressure which may or may not have influenced the airman's decision to enter
the Air Force. RIND is the ratio of the nuber of Selective Service inductees
to the 18- to 21-year-old male population.

TAPMS is a continuous variable expressed in Integer years. TAONS was
recorded at the time of the airman's reenlistment/separation decision.
TAPES accounts for the total active duty service of the airman.

is
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IV. ]UPI]1CAL ]SW'l

" Section II contains the development of a testable -Rodel of the
retention of enlisted personnel. The end result of this model development was
equation (9). Two modifications were necessary to estimate this equation:
(a) TAFPS was inserted in equation (9) for all categories of enlistment,
and (b) the career tern equation was estimated with and without the demographic
factors (ACED, RACE, SEX, and AFQT). The reasons for these modifications aze
discussed in the following paragraphs.

I . The theoretical discussion in Section II assume4 that all airmen in a
specific length-of-service group made roonlistment decisions at the sane time.
In fact, airmen making decisions within a given catogory of enlistment hAve
differing lengths of service. For a given category of enlistment, the effect

* of TAFPS might be expected to be direct since it reflects pay, rank, and
retirement values. This hypothesis was true for second tern and career but did
not hold ?ft the first term. First term airmen who reenlist tended to do so
prior to the expiration date of their term of service (ETS). Airmen who made a
decision near their ETS tended to separate. Not surprisingly then,
reenlistment became inversely related to TAFPS for the first tern, given that
the airman served at least 36 months of service.

IMC includes changes in basic pay due to longevity, and thus, the
estimated effect of RMC was biased downward in the first tern due to the
tendency. of reenlistments to occur at 3 to 4 years active duty, versus
separations which occur at 4 years or more. Including TANKS in the estimation
equation removed the longevity bias of first tern decision-making and resulted
in. an unbiased estimate of the coefficient of WNC. In the second tern and
career equations, the use of TAPMS minimized the bias in the RPC coefficient

"* due to the pull of retirement.

The heterogeneity in the demographic factors (ACED, RACE, SEX, and
* APQT) lessened as an airman progressed from first term to second tern to

career. At the career level, for example,' the enlisted population was
dominsted by high so ool graduates and males. -Only a few career APSs had
sufficient 'numbers f females to permit any analysis. For several AFSs,
demographic factors at were important in determining first torn and second
term reonlistments e.., ACED, APQT, SM, had been filtered to a degree that
their inclusion in th equation for career resulted in nonconvergence of the

Smaximan, likelihood es inator. Essentially, as an experienced group of airmen
* progressed through s ccessive terms of enlistment,, the group became more

homogeneous with res ct to such demographic factors as acad.-mic education,
* sex, and mental categ ry. Since a variable must exhibit variation to have any

statistical effect, those variables that become more alike (across airmen) lose
their significance fo3 the career level of the AiS.

First lbm Results

The first tern results are summarized in Table 2. The table indicates
Sfor each explanatory actor the number of AFSs in which the estimated
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Table 2. First Term 8ruasy

Nuame r Number Number NumberPositive Si anificand-t .%b Neatv Sinfi t Sb

ACED 1s 1 0.9 102 48 41.0

RACE 116 113. 96.6 1 0 0.0

AFQT 11 2 1.7 106 58 49.6

DEPT 117 106 90.6 0 0 0.0

MARST 1 0 0.0 116 101 86.3

SEX0  82 49 45.4 26 3 2.8

BONUSd si 65 75.6 5 1 1.2

RMC 114 83 70.9 3 0 0.0

TAFMS 0 0 0.0 117 113 96.6.

RIND 12 2 1.7 105 78 66.7

CWAGE 4 1 0.9 113 94 80.3

REMP 40 15 12.8 77 39 33.3

a Statistically sisnificant at the 90 porcoent level of oonfidenoe

b '117 AFSs kad sufficient observations for analysiso percent of 117 AFSa

which are signifioant.

c Only 108 AFSs had sufficient number of females for analysis.

d Only 86 AFas had bonusis (SUB).
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coefficient effect was positive or negative and also indicates the number of
these estimated coefficients that were statistically significant. Mhe estimated
effects on 'reenlistment of the explanatory variables ACED, AFQT, MARST, TAFMS,
RIND, and CIAGE were generally inverse while RACE, DEPT, SEX, BONUS, and RMC
were generally direct.

REMP was a notable exception to the general rule that the result. fit
the a priori hypotheses. Me estimated effect of REMP exhibited a significant
degree of instability. The expected effect of REMP should be inverse since
better civilian employment opportunities should reduce the probability to
reenlist among first tormers. The estimated effect of KEMP was inverse in '17
AFSsj however, the estimated effect was direct in 40 AFSs. This finding seems
to suggest that increased civilian employment opportunities actually !ncreaze
reenlistmentu in certain AFSs. This unexpected variance from a priori
expectations was mitigated somewhat by the fact that only 12.8 percent of the
direct effects were significant, while 33.3 percent of the inverse effects were
statistically significant. Although the primary impact of REMP was as
expected, the relatively large deviation from the hypothesized norm. does require
an explanation. The intervening impact of two factors, bonuses and retraining,
are offered as explanations. The precise reason for -these impacts and the
instability for REMP are discussed later in this paper.

1he predominantly inverse and statistically significant effect of
ACED and AFQT on the probability of reenlistment indicated the high opportunity
.cost of remaining in the military for high school gradaates and above, and AFQT
mental categories I and IH. The estimated effect oi RACE on reenlistment in
first tern was direct in over 99 percent of the AM~s and the estimated effect
of SEX was direct -in over 75 percent of the AFSs with females. The propensity
for reenlistment by females in the first term may be caused by several factors,
such as insufficient job opportunities for females, relative to their military
career options, or enhanced promotion opportunities for females in the military
as compared to the civilian sector.

'The effects of the family status- variables, MARST and DEPT suggest
that those individuals with family responsibilities are more likely to reenlist
as evidenced by the estimated inverse effect for MARST and direct effect for
DEPT. In over 99 percent of equations, the estimated 'effect of the family
status variables was consistent with this interpretation. This overwhelmingly
consistent estimated effect of the marital status and dependent variables is to
be expected. The military offers married couples with dpeprdents pecuniary and
non-pecuniary advantages relative to the private/public sectors. For instance,
BAQ is higher for airmen with dependents. In addition, btse amenities such as
childcare and comissary benefits increase in value with increases in thb
number of dependents.

The TAlKS variable strongly showed the expected inverse relationship
in the first term, where in each of the 117 'AFSs, the probabilit- of
reenlistment was inversely related to TAFMS. As indicated above, this inverse
effect is the result of the fact that most airman who reenlist do so before the
48-month point. Thus, as roenliltments increase, the average TAFPS for first
tern decision makers will decline.
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RM and BONUS exhibited the expected direct relationship to
reenlistment while CWAGE was predominantly inversely related (over 96 percent
of the AFSs). The impact of RIND -s inverse (over 89 percent of the AFSs),
though only the early part of the 4..o period analyzed was affected. An
analysis of the relationship between t,'e magnitude of the RIC and BONUS effects
is discussed later.

As with the coefficient results just presented, elasticities for each
AFS equation are too cumbersome to dis.uss individuallyl consequently, for each
term, elasticity findings will be sumzarized and highlighted. (Results for two
sample AFSs are presented in a later uoction). The olasticity of a variable,
the percentage change in the reenlistment rate for a one percent change in the
variable, is useful for determining the sensitivity of the reenlistment rate to
changes in the variable. Across the 117 first term AM~s, the elasticity of RNC
averaged 4.490 in the first tern while, ranging from a low of 0.888 for AtPSC
511x0 to a high of 10.733 for AFSC 30-x1 (based on 83 positive, statistically
significant coefficient values for RMJC). This 4.5 elasticity indicates that a
one percent increase in the REC variable increases the probability of
reenlistment by 4.5 percent. The variav.e of the elasticity of RNC across AFSs
was 3.697. CWAGE had as averago elasticity of -6.20 with a variance of 10.97
(based on 94 negative, statistically significant coefficient values) indicating
that a one percent increase in CWAGE redr.ces the prohability of reenlistment by
6.2 percent.

Second Toem Reslts

In the second term, the demographic variables tended to play
statistically weaker roles in the explanation of reenlistment, as well as
exhibiting some reversals from the direction of their predicted effects. Table
3 presents a summary 0• the second term results. The demographic variables
having the largest pr portion of statistically significant coefficients were
ACED, RACk, and DEPT with a direct impact on reenlistment and APQT, KARST, and
SEX with an inverse relationship. The estimated effect for bnth ACZD and SEX
were reversed in sign from their first term estimated effeots. BONUS, RNC, and
CWAGE provided the same relationshipb as their first term counterparts (direct,
direct, and inverse, respectively). 1BHP displayed slightly more, instability
in the 'cond term than in the first term with over 16 percent of the AFSs
showing a direct and statistically significaut relationship.' The estimated
effect of "AFMS completely reversed itself from an inverse ff 4! tern effect 'to
a direct and statistically significant effect in over 83 pert -c of the second
term APSs. For each explanatory variable, the proportion the APS2 with
statistically significant estimated effects which agreed with 'a priori
predictions of directional impact 'declined from the first t.:rm results.

ACED was statistically sig$4ficaut "n about 16 percent of the AFns
and exhibited a positive relationship in each statistically significant
AFS.' Non-high school graduates overcome their competitive disadvantage
in the private sector through military work experience and additional technical
training and schooling. Tho reversal of the sign ou the SKX coefficient may be
the result iaf a change in job opportunities due to the experience and trainang
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Table 3. Second Term Sumary

Numbe Number Number Number
Positive Sirnificanta %b Neuative SinifiLcants %b

ACED 27 6 16.2 10 0 0.0

R&I 36 30 81.1 1 0 0.0

AFQT 13 1 2.7 24 10 27.0

DEPT 36 23 62.2 1 0 0.0

MARST 6 3 8.1 31 22 59.5

SEXc 1 0 0.0 9 7 70.0

BONUSd 16 10 62.5 0 0 0.0

RMC 33 21 56.8 4 0 0.0

TAFMS 35 31 83.8 2 0 0.0

C•AGE 6 1 2.7 31 20 54.1

"UEMP 21 6 16.2 16 4 10.8

a Statistically significant it the 90 ?erce'nt level of confidence.'

b 37 AFSs with sufficient observations for astalysisi percent of 37 AISa

which are significant.

c Only 10 AFSs had sufficient numbers of females for analysis.

d Only 16 APSs had bonuses (SRM),
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in the military or to the additional family pressures because of a larger
proportion of fsaalos with marital intentions, spouses, and/or children. The
estimated effect of TAFOS was positive in the second tern, indicating the
importance of longevity in the decision to reenlist/separate.

In the second tern, the average elasticity of RXC vas 1.483 with a
variance of 0.799 (based on 21 positive, statistically significant coefficient
values). The RiC elasticity varied from a low of 0.319 for AFSC 645x0 to a
high of 4.644 for AFSC 305z4. The average elasticity for CMGIE was -1.70 with
a variance of 1.38 (based on 20 negative, statistically significant coefficient
values). Both the elasticity of RiC and CIAGE in the second torn were mariAýy

*. smaller than in the first term indicating a decreased sensitivity of
reonlistments to the wage variables.

Career Results

In the career term. as indicated by Tables 4 and 5. thk proportion of
AFSs in vhicL each of the demographic variables were statistically significant
declined from the sacond torn proportion. The direction of effect for the
demographic vtriablos in the crrobr term Kquations (reported In Table 4)
coincided with those estimated for the second term. BONUS. RNC. and TAFNS
exhibited the highest proportion of statistically significant rolationships and
all were direct. The proportion of statistically significant CWAGE effects
with an estimated inverse relationship wa's comprablo to the second torn
proportion. approximately 53 percent (Table 4). ACED, RAC,. APQT, and SIM were
then excluded in the estimated equtiols due to the homogeneity displayed by
career airmen for tCeso characteristics. With those four demographic variables
removed, the ostimuLlOn technique converged to a solution for five additional
AFSs. Table 3 presents the results of those 39 abbreviated equations. The
proportion of the st:luated effects that were statistically significant in
Table 5, as compared to Table 4 results, decreased for DUPT. KARST. REM? and
RNCs increased for 1A-49 and CWGE' and remained constant for BONUS. In tho
full equation, the TAFNV ef fact vas direct in 100 percent of the APSs and
statistically significant in over 97 percent of the AFS8 (33 of 34). 1he
impact on reenlistment of" the opportunity tv retire at 20 years length of
service was' a predominant factor in the career term, as reflected by the
importance of TAONS ana the high reenlistment rates.

The carero torn ozhibited the lowest average elasticity for RIC
(full model). 0.728, with a variance of 0.011, indicating a lower level of
dispersion among 'the cater fields (based *a 29 positive', statistically
significant coefficient values). APSC 291x0 had the smallest elasticity,
0.069. with AFSC 306z0 providing the highest, 0.467. The low elasticities
for RNC in the career term can be attributed to the reduction in the importanoe
of RUC versus retirement. The mean value for the royalistuent rate averaged 94
percent over the 29 AFSs with positive and statistirally -ignificant
relationships for iNC (variance for the reenlistment rate wee 3.18), ranging
from a low' of 90 percent to a high of '97 percent. Few carser-term people
separate from the force prior to 20 years of service. Thus, the impact of INC,
though important, was not large. Bonuses are mall in the career torn and are
used infrequently Wamng the AFls, but whoe present, the BONUS 'variable was
statistically significant in five of the seven AFPs (Tables'4 and 5).
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Table 4. Caer Ssinazy: Fall Riuatitoa

"Number Number Number Number
Posjitiv SJaigificant S Nexative Sianificant a

" ACED 22 $ 14.7 12 0 0.0

iRACE 32 16 47.1 2 0 0.0

- AFQT 11 0 0.0 2U 5 14.7

"" DEPT 24 6 17.6 10 0 0.0

U RAIST 8 1 2.9 26 8 23.5

" SEXc 3 0 0.0 8 3 27.3

'BONUSd 5 71.4 1 0 0.0

iUC 34 29 85.3 0 0 0.0

TAFUS 34 33 97.1 0 '0 0.0

SCWAGE 5 0 0.0 29 18 52.9

i * 18 0 0.0 16 3 8.8

"a Statistically sigafticant at the 90 perceat level of confidence.

"34 AFSs used to analyse fall equation in Prsers perceat of 34 AFS&

which are sisaficaalt.

a Only 11 APSe had suffiociat number of females for. aalysia.

Old Oy 7 APS& had boaus*s (SI).
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STable S. Career marzy: Abbreviated Nqaatiom

Number Number Number Number
Positive i fian Neativ ig Sb

DEPT 26 5 12.8 13 1 2.6

MARST 8 1 2.6 31 8 20.5

BONUSC 7 5 71.4 0 0 0.0

RMC 39 32 82.1 0 0 0.0

TAFMS 3p 39 100.0 0 0 0.0

CWAGE 2 0 0.0 37 22 56.4

KEMP 22 1 2.6 17 3 7.7

a Statistically significant at the 90 percent level of Confidence.

Ib
9b AFSs had sufficient obsetvations for analysiss peroent of 39 AFNS

which are significant.

c Only 7 AFSs had boanses (SIB).
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Semple ADS Results

One aspoc4 oZ the empirical results which reqsLres more formalized
examination is the difference in the elasticities of explanatory variables
across AFSs and across categories of enlistment. While it is not practical to
present results for &II the individual Air Force specialities, Tables 6 and
7 display an example of first term findings for AFSCs 272x0 and 305).4. These
represent, respectively, Air Traffic Control Operators and Electronics,
Computers. and Switching Systems Specialists and illustrate the differences
that exist among the various specialities. 7he elasticity of REMP for 272x0 is
-13.706 while only -5.450 for 305x4. Other variables with considerable
differences in elasticities were TAFMS, MiC, DOMYS, DEPT; and KARST. The
t values for the coefficients of the two career fields are statistically

* significant at the 90 percent level of confidence, with the exception of RIND,
"for 305x4.

Two variables, RNC and BONUS, are of particular interest to policy
makers. As previously stated, elasticities of both of these variables differed

- considerably across AFSs indicating that people in different AlS& reacted
differently to pay and bonus changes. Tables S and 9 give further evidence of

" these differences. First term BONUS elasticity exhibited a standard deviation
across AFSs of 50 percent the size of its average versus over 60 percent in the
second torm. INC reflected a similar pattern, though the standard deviations
"as a percent of the average tended to be smaller, approximately 42 percent for

." the first tern and 39 percent for the second torm.

Empirieal Results Requiring lurtber Study

*• An unexpecteo aspect of the empirical results was the difference
between the effects of reenlistment bonus (BONUS) and regular military
compensation (RNC). Since both represent pay, their elasticities might
be expected to be the sane. Tables I and 9 which provide same statistics from
the first and second term analysis indicate, however, that the average ratio of
the elasticity of RNC to the elasticity of D30WS across APSe is 15.3 in the
"first term and 21.8 in tie second term, instead of the expected 1.0.

Elasticities are used to compare the different effect# of several
independent variables On the dependent variable. For purposes of assessing the
value of dollars in BONUS or RUC, the elasticities are not useful unless the

. mesan values of the variables are comparable. Unfortunately, the mean values
for INC and BONUS are so radically different# 1.07 and 0.36 for BONUS (first
term and second toem, zespectively) versus 18.52 and 20.68 for REC, that the
"differesces in the elastioities reflect the differences in the sean values more
"than differences in the effects of a dollar increase oa reenlistment. Because
of the disparity is the "asn values, the marginal effects of RNC, versus BONUMs
will be a better indicator of the relative merits of bonus pay versus regular
military compensation in affecting reenlistments. In fact, for the first term,
the aforage ratio of the marginal offoet of RUC to that of BONUS across the 40
statistically significant APSe of Table 8 was 0.84. although, in thv second
term, the average ratio across the 7 statistically significant AFSe oi Table 9
did doorease to 0.27.
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Tablo S. Pzst Tom: AMS 272z0

Variable Sample t
glastcift ausstatistics

ACED -0.398 0.939 -61.140

*A( 0.072 0.139 10.600

DEPT 0.083 0.238 8.017

NARST -0.152 0.447 -7.427

SI.014 0.0a 2.981

DOMJS 0.168 2.877 4.206.

WEC 1.961 19.636 4.700

TAFMS -0.851 4.000 -10.306

IBD-0.036 0.044 -3.231

CRAID -3.201 25.271 -5.616

RE"? -13.706 0.932 -7.417

Nuber of Observations - 4916

R eenlistmet Rate - 47 P~zerat (2346)

Percent successful Prediction 67 Percent (37

a Elasticities: percent&&@ ohas"* is reenlistment rate for one perocnt change
in the variable.
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Table 7. First Tom-: AFN $S4

VariabJe Sample t
Name Elasticita Mean Statistics

'• T•AN 4.956 1.000 2.824

"A(CD -0.320 .0.932 -2.929

"RACE 0.045 0.072 S.404

AF.T -0.186 0.931 -2.766

DEPT 0.036 0.260 1.788

MARST -0.218 0.436 -5.098

SEX 0.014 0.066 1.748

BONUS 0.357 1.460 6.800

INC 4.228 18.595 4.448

TAPIS -0.402 3.984 -2.285

RIDD -0.011 0.048 -0.455

CWAGE -3.588 13.854 -2.821

RDIP -5.450 0.886 -3.412

Number of Observations - 2561

Reenlistment Rate - 33 Percent (853)

Poroont Successful Prediction - 72 Percent (1864)

a H1asticities: percentae ohange in reenlistment rate for 0n3 porcent change
in the variable.
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Table 8. Smary Statistics for 10IS and AC: First Toea

Standard
Variable Mean Deviation

Elasticities:b

BONUS 0.3374 0.1702

RMC 4.3459 1.8318

Ratio (REC/BONUS) 15.2785 9.1868

Mariinal Effects:C

BONUS 0.1141 0.0576

RNC 0.0739 0.0301

Ratio (RIC/BONUS) 0.8373 0.5273

Mean Values:d

BONUS 1.0761 0.5151

RNC 18.5247 0.1404

Ratio (RMC/BONUS) 20.4669 8.0373

a All ammary statistics are based on 40 APSs, where both BONUS and RNC

were statistically significant (90 peroent level of confidence).

b Elasticities: percentage change in reenlistment rate for one, percent

change in the variable.

M Marginal Effect: unit change in the reenlistment rate for a unit

change in the variable.

d Mean Values: sample mean'of the variable across all observations in

* the AFS.
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Table 9. Smmury Statistios for WS =ad MC: Se3ed TOM*
,Z:

Standard
IN Variabl* Moan Deviation

1isb

"3011BUS 0.0799 0.0508

SIN 1.2201 0.4792

R-tio (RNC/B301S) 21.8139 16.6438

Marlinal Effects:''

""•iUS 0.1780 0.0651

INC 0.0407 0.0157

Ratio (NCIBOINUS) 0.2718 0.1571

d" i~~ean Values•:d"

BONUS 0.3,604 0.3160

RMC 20.6771 0.1996

Ratio (RXC/BONSJ) 82.2042 35.4921

a All sumazy statistics are based on 7 AF•s, where both BONUS aud RIC

i were statistically signiftoast (90 percent level of confidence).

b Elasticities: percentage ohange in reenlistment rate for one percent

chkan8e in the variable.

Marginal Effect: suit ohan-g In the reenlistment rate for a unit

change in the variable.

d. Mea& Values: sample, so&& of the variable 'across all observations in,

the AFS.

o'2
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The difference between the effects of iNC and BOMlS could be due to
many causes, including using a personal discount rate (10 percent) which
overstates the perceived value to the airman of bonuses which were normally
received as lump sums as opposed to RDC which was received over the life of
the enlistment term. A second reason could be the existence of additional
factors that are not included in the model (e.g., other demographic factors,
assignment location. job satisfaction). These results, although partially
explained, provide a fertile area for additional research.

Another unexpected empirical result which was briefly introduced in
the earlier section on first torn results is the relationship between REMP
and reenlistment. The reenlistment rate would be expected to go down when
employment is up due to the availability of civilian jobas conversely, it
would be expected to go up when employment is down. Howeover, the telationship
is confounded by the effect of bonuses and retraining. The Air Force may use
bonuses to mitigate the draw, of civilian employment. Also, personnel may
retrain into a high employment career field hoping for future bonuses and
enhanced post-military earnings. Several linear regressions of REMP and
percentage of airmen retraining into an AFS on BONUS were run, and these
confirmed the expected strong relatiouship between BONUS and R]MP, as well as
between REMP and the measure of retraining. Airmen facing roonlJstment may not
be viewing the current employment rate but rather may be considering a
projected REMP at the time' of separation, since airmen generally cannot
separate prior to the expiration of their tern of enlistments they may only
extend or reenlist. Investigation of the exact nature of these
interrelationships is beyond the scope of this study.

goodness of Fit

Some additional insight into the robustness of the economic results
can be obtained by analyzing the accuracy of the econometric model. As
shown in Table 10, the model estimated retention rates sacoss the 117 first.
torn AFSs within 1.28 percentage points of the actual mean values. Second
tern results across 37 AFSs were within 0.81 percentage points. Career term
estimates for both the full and. abbreviated equations averaged about 3 to 4
percentage points greater than the actual mean rates. This difference may
be explained by noting *the lack of, variation in career reenlistment and the
fact that actual reenlistment rates for the career term were above 90 percent
(Amemiys, 1981). Both these factors tended to cause the estimation. equations
to predict very close to 100 percent career reenlistment and thus the mean
values across the AFSs were larger than the actual rates.

Two additional statistics often used to evaluate an estimated binary
choice model, are a chi-square statistic resulting from the analysis of a
contingency table and the likelihood ratio (Theil, 1971). The chi-square
statistic is used to test the null hypothesis that the model does no better
than a baseline prediction of actual reenlistment decisions versus an alternate
hypothesis that the two models are different. (See the Appendix for a sample
calculation.) All estimation 'equations or models were different from the
baseline model at a 90 percent' level of confidence. The mean and standard
deviation of the chi-square values for each term of enlistment are presented in
Table 10.
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Table 10. Aeewaey of Zeoametrie Model

Predicted
Retention Retention Chi-Square Likelihood

Rates Statistics Ratio

First Terna 36.17; 34.89 382.15 430.72h

(9(26 10.99) (454.31) (521.55)

Secondi Ter-t! 73.70 72.89 248.90 183.37/

(5.32) (7.28) (313.41) (22'8.00)

Car-er Ters 95.34 98.27 90.06 1 6 4 . 0 4i'
(Yull Model) 0  (1.39) (0.78) (75.66) (160.34)

(Abbreviated
Model)d 95.22 98.15 82.45 142.82J

(1.44) (0.82) (72.78) (142.25)

a Based on 117 APFs

b Based on 37 AFSs

c Based on 34 APSs

d based on 39 AP~s

e Mean Value

f Standard Deviation

S Chi-square critical value at the 90 percent level of significance is 2.71

h Chi-square critical value at the 90 percent level of sianificance is 18.55

i Chi-equare critical value at the 90 percent level of significance is 17.28
C Chi-square critical value at the 90 percent level of significance is 12.02
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The likelihood ratio also is chi-square distributed and indicates how
well the estimated probit equation fits the data. The likelihood ratio was
s; ^istically significant at the 90 percent level for all estimating equatlons
for all three categories of enlistment.
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V. SUMUI OF OONCLUSIONS AND ECaOM JMaONS

The empirical results support several qualitative and quantitative
conclusions and raise some new questions that are beyond the scope of this
paper. The research effort performed produced a set of empirical results
concerning reenlistment decisions among first term, second term, and career
(with less than 20 years active duty) airmen.. In general, the qualitative
results produced few surprises, with three possible exceptions: a) females were
more likely than males to reenlist in the first term and less likely- to
reenlist in the second term and career, b) the TAFIS varlabie was inversely
related to the probability of reenlistment in O first term because of an
operational peculiarity of first term raenlistments, and a) the estimated
employment relationship was not consistently negative; possibly due to the
effects of reenlistment bonus and retraining programs.

In general, the signs of the estimated effects of the explanatory
variables matched the a priori hypotheses of Section II. The robustness of
the estimated equations is indicated by the consistent significance of the
estimated coefficients through first term, second term, and career. This is
especially true for reenlistment bonus, military compensation, TAFMS, and
civilian wages, where most of the relationships were statistically significant
with the expected sign. The demographic factors fared well* but varied in
importance across categories of enlistment. Race wis the most consistent
statistically significant demographic factor through all throe categories of
enlistments, with dependents and marital status following closely.

The quantitative results indicate that there are differences betw6en
AFSs and experience groups. Though not directly tested, it. was observed that
the effects on reenlistment of military a:d civilian 'compensation differ-
substantially across AFSs and across categories of enlistment.

These findings suggest two operational uses. By employing a marginal
analysis approach, it was noted that the impact of bonuses on reenlistment
across AFSs and categories of enlistment w&s greater than that of RMC.
This result implies that bonuses, not across-the-board pay raises, should be
used to achieve reenlistment in critical AFSs. The second operational
implication is that targeting of bonuses to specific APSs at the three decision
points is an effective use of limited financial resources to improve the
experience level of the force.

Several avenues for future research are suggested from the analytical
results:

1. Investigate the relationsahips between employment and retraining,
as well as employment and reenlistment bonus for each category of enlistment.

2. Relate reenlistment to retention, which includes the
ineligible-to-reenlist population.,

3. Relate reenlistment to length-of-serlice continuation rates.

e.g., the proportion of each longth-of-service group which advances to the
next length-of-service group.
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4. Investigate other factors which may affect retention:
demographic, duty-related, ard location-oriented.

5. Determine the qualitative -and quantitative differences caused by
aggregating five-digit AFSs to the three-digit ievel, or higher, especially
with respect tc the reer-listment bonus.

6. Formally test for the difforences in variable effects across AFSs
and across categories of enlistmo..

7. Examn!_ the difference between the effect of regular militzrw,
compensation •ad reenlistment bonuses.

These recommendations are viewed as the nost significant questions to be
addressed in subsequent study.
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APPm]iX: Rample eodols for Chi-qumaoe Itatiatie

One method for evaluating the effectiveness of an equation os model
predicting retention decisions is to compare the model with a baseline that
assumes the actual retention rate can be predicted but also assumes that an
individual's decision is independent of the baseline model's prediction. A
chi-square statistic is used to test the null hypothesis that the model does
no better than the baseline versus an alternate hypothesis that the two
models are different.

For example, consider the data in Table A-1. The reenlistment
equation (model) correctly predicts 520 of 700 reenlistment decisions and
220 of 300 separation decisions for an overall 74 percent accuracy. For the
baseline model, a 70 percent roonlistmont rate is used but predictions are
assumed to be independent of actual decisions. Table A-2 gives the results
of the baseline model.

Table A-1. Retention 1 quatiom IzwlV Results

Predicted Decisions
Reenlist Separate

Actual Reenlist 520 180 700
Decisions Separate 80 220 300

600 -400

Table A-2. Beeeiiao' Model Rsults

Predicted Decisions
Reenlis t Separate

Actual leenlist 490 210 ,700
Decisions Separate 210 90 300

700 300

The baseline model correctly predicts,490 of 700 reonlietment decisions and
90 of 300 separation decisions for a 58 percent accuracy. The ohi-square
statistic for this example is 274.4 compared with a critical ialue of 2.7 for a
- .10 and one degree of freedom. The null hypothesis is rejected thus leading

* to the conclusion that the retention equativ1"s prediction Is different from
the baseline or "chase@* model. An examination of the individual c*lls
loads to the further conclusion that the retention model performs better
than the baseline since it predicts more actual reenlist/separato decisions
than does th. baseline model. Table A-3 further illustrates the accuracy of
the prediction equations developed in the report by givisS the was and
"standard deviation of the percentago of seaceestfl prodiction. for each term
together with the meas sad standard deviation of the esuceseful baseline
predictions for each torn.
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Table A-3. Predietios of btemtios Doeiaimos

Percentage of
Percentage of Successful
Successful Predictions for
Prdjgitions_ Baseline

First Terma 72.980 55.24
(3.41)f (3.73)

Second Terub 71.31 59.89
(7.97) (6.11)

Career Term 94.64 91.15
(Full Model) 0  (1.39) (2.53)

(Abbreviated 94.74 91.01
Model)d (1.37), (2.61)

* a Based o* 117 AFSs

b Based on 37 AFSs

c Based on 34 AFSs

d Based on 39 APSs

Mean, Value

f Standard Deviation
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